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Forced Marriage Helpline Data used in Change-point Analysis

Firstly, a change-point is a me where the response variable starts to follow a different distribu-

on. Below is an example of a Change-point algorithm being applied to some me-series data,

data indexed in me order.

Xi
ind∼ Poi[λi] λ =

{
λ1 for i < t1

λ2 for i > t1

The type of data used is the call data received from two call centres which are set up to help

vic ms of forced marriage and other honour-based human rights abuses. The first is the Forced

Marriage Unit (FMU) based in London and the second is Karma Nirvana (KN) based in Leeds.

The data contains the call volumes received by both organisa ons and details about the calls such

as age of the vic m, the person who got in contact with the helpline, the region of the world a

par cular call might be related to such as the vic ms birth county and region of the UK the call

is from. However, these are all vague enough to keep the vic ms iden ty hidden and safe.

Models and Methods

To uncover informa on about the data, specifically with respect to Change-point, the analysis was

donewithin R using 2 packages called changepoint andmcp. The benefit of using the changepoint

packages:

The speed is faster allowing dynamic/reac ve presenta on tools e.g flexdashboard

It’s simple: and can be learnt and used to present easily

It’s applicable at scale and can easily be used to analyse a lot of data in li le me

This other package used was mcp, which goes into more detail than changepoint at the cost of

run- me. Some of the benifits of using mcp are below:

Prior distribu ons allow you to account for and test any prior belief you might have about the

data

More model choice in the model selec on allows you to choose sloping pa erns between

change-points

auto-regression in mcp allows you to account for any lag effects from previous data points.

The approach has been to look at the changepoint package first, to analyse the data to find when

the op mum loca on for a certain number of change-points would be and to test how certain

penal es such as the Bayesian Informa on Criterion (BIC) affected the number of change-points.

Then take a few models from that to work out the models whose parameters have distribu ons

that fit well Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) sampling. This should produce data which follow

similar distribu ons, indica ng that the parameters were chosen well and gives some evidence

that the model fit is accurate.

However, the graphs produced from MCMC sampling may produce similar outcomes and you

might have mul ple models which you want to compare. This is where a method of comparison

helps, called Leave-One-Out (LOO) cross valida on for determining which is a be er fit to the

data. This gives a comparison of the models and shows you how many me be er the best

model is to the one you’re judging. It uses the LOO Es mated Log Predic ve Density (ELPD) and

Standard error elpd/se ra o as the comparison.

Bayes’ Rule

Bayesian Sta s cs is heavily used to judge the details about the change-point models in the

packages men oned above. Fundamental to Bayesian sta s cs is Bayes’ Rule:

P (A | B) ∝ P (B | A)P (A)

On the Le is the posterior distribu on or the distribu on the data follows accoun ng for the

data. The probability B given A is the likelihood and the P(A) also represents prior beliefs about

the data, such as how the popula on of A is distributed. It’s be er to leave this vague at the

beginning when you’re just star ng with a data set to avoid over-fi ng. Understanding these

concepts is what allows you to understand how the models in mcp work.

Fitting Models

When fi ng models, tes ng the parameters helps get an idea of how well the model fits to the

data. In the changepoint package, the cpt.meanvar func on allows you to change the maximum

number of change-points, minimum segments length and the type of penalty applied to finding

change-points, allowing you to good ini al models to fit the data. The penal es are:

1. Binary Segmenta on runs through the data to find the op mum loca on of one change-point

and then repeats the algorithm on either side of that change-point un l the algorithm can’t

find more in each sub-segment. An approximate method.

2. PELT (Pruned Exact Linear Time) algorithm works its way through the me series data, only

considering the last change-point and where there would be any new change-points from

then on.

Below the model fits 2 change-points to the data, now usingmcp, shown by the lines at the end of

the graph on the le . On the right shows the convergence of the MCMCs (Monte Carlo Markov

Chains), which if the parameters fit the data well, should all have overlapping distribu ons if they

all produce similar models. Below is all the data from the FMU since 2015 but not including 2018

(missing):

As the graph shows the data seems to fit two change-points but another model which also is a

good fit to the data is a sloping down model at the right end of the me series. This choice of

mul ple models allows for different conclusions to presented, which can be checked against the

call handlers and then get a good overall picture of what underlying trends exist. Before making

any conclusions, it’s worth men oning the data can also be affected by change in defini ons of

forced marriage, something which affects both data sets to varying degrees.

Estimation of Missing Data

The FMU has missing weekly data for 2018 and Bayesian Inference was used to es mate values

and create a 95% CI. First, we assume the call data is Poisson distributed and our prior belief

is the lambda of the Poisson data is Gamma distributed:

Xi
ind∼ Poi[λ]

λi
ind∼ Gamma[α, β]

Firstly, we find out the probability of a certain λ value given the data.

P (λ | x) ∝ P (x | λ)P (λ)

∝ λΣxi+α−1e−(n+β)λ

iid∼ Gamma(Σxi + α, n + β)

Then we want to find the probability of a new data point, given the data we already know.

P (xnew | x) =
∫ ∞

0
P (xnew | λ)P (λ | x) dx

=
∫ ∞

0

e−λλk

k!
· (n + β)(Σxi+α)

Γ(Σxi + α)
λΣxi+α−1e−(n+β)λ dx

= Γ(Σxi + α + xnew)
xnew!Γ(Σxi + α)

·
∫ ∞

0

(1 + n + β)(Σxi+α+xnew)

Γ(Σxi + α + xnew)
λΣxi+α+xnew−1e−(1+n+β)λ dx

= Γ(Σxi + α + xnew)
xnew!Γ(Σxi + α)

( n + β

1 + nβ
)Σxi+α · ( 1

1 + n + β
)xnew

iid∼ NegBin(r = Σxi + α, p = 1
1 + n + β

)

Results

In 2018, KN received more calls than the other years before and a er, resul ng in a change-point

for that year with a larger λ. Reasons for is could be that there were two court cases, one on

23rd may and one on 30th July where parents were trying to force their daughters into marriage.

This received media a en on and coverage, possibly encouraging other vic ms to come forward.

However, the FMU had a larger amount of cases with a higher change-point but with a less

profound difference to the KN data.

Over the first lockdown, The FMU data had dropped by 56% to an average of 10 calls per week.

But as calls decreased by 56% again from 2020 to 2021. It’s worth no ng that the FMU (and

KN) both increased their outreach to the networks available to them during lockdown, but part

of the FMUs decrease in calls is that some of the calls related to forced marriage in some ways

weren’t counted as forced marriage calls.

The KN received over 25%more calls over the first lockdown, increasing from an average of 60 to

averages of 75 calls per week. This is likely due to their increased outreach by using the networks

they’re connected to such as departments of the NHS and police services.

The results show that while KN’s data is more sensi ve to external or global factors, there is

an effect in both data set with change-points being detected at higher values when outreach to

effected communi es is improved and increased.
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